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RANGE ROVER 1

Imagine taking a fully capable, elegant, sports-tour 

vehicle and customizing it with your own personal touch.

FOR MANY, OWNING A RANGE ROVER IS THE CULMINATION OF A LONGTIME
AMBITION. Some of you, however, may feel that you’re not done yet. Stylish, sturdy
Range Rover accessories add a distinguished accent to your vehicle or supplement its
functionality with a variety of useful items.

This collection of accessories has been designed and engineered to the same stringent
standards of your Range Rover to augment its appearance, complement your lifestyle or
otherwise personalize your ownership experience. Your Range Rover is yours to define.

From the A-frame Front Protection Bar to Waterproof Seat Covers, Range Rover
accessories never compromise — they’re expertly crafted for your vehicle and invite you
to get creative or get practical, depending on your individual needs and vision. And they
are backed by the same limited warranty as the vehicle itself when installed at the time
of purchase.*

*Ask your retailer for a copy of the warranty.

YOURS TO DEFINE Why Buy Genuine 
Land Rover KIT?

KIT: The Land Rover Retailer-fitted vehicle
accessory range engineered specifically for
Land Rovers

Just as all Land Rover vehicles deliver outstanding on- and 
off-road performance, so does the extensive range of Land
Rover engineering-approved accessories. As a complement 
to the Land Rover owner’s lifestyle, these accessories are 
engineered to ensure seamless integration with Land Rover
vehicles. 

KIT has no equal — ranking above any aftermarket counterpart
— when it comes to proper performance with Land Rovers.

Here’s why:

PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS
Using the latest predictive stress analysis methods validates
the safety and durability of Land Rover KIT.

VIRTUAL ENGINEERING
Computer-Aided Design helps ensure that accessories are 
conceived to complement the vehicle’s lines and stylish looks.
This ensures the high quality of fit and finish one expects from
Land Rover.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Different climates provide different challenges for these 
accessories. Land Rover KIT is tested under a range of 
climate conditions to ensure quality performance.

DURABILITY
All accessories undergo the same test plan as the vehicles
themselves — rigorously analyzed far beyond the extremes 
of normal customer use.

RIG TESTING
Heavily integrated parts, such as roof bars, are developed and
tested very early on during vehicle development to ensure
seamless compatibility.

WARRANTY
KIT is covered by the same limited new vehicle warranty as your
Land Rover when installed at the time of customer delivery.



WHEELS
Augment your Range Rover’s impeccable aura with stunning alloy wheels.

CENTER CAPS
Add a distinctive finishing touch to your Range Rover
wheels with attractive Center Caps.

Green Gold Logo on Sparkle Silver RRJ500030MNH
Black Silver Logo on Sparkle Silver RRJ500030WYS
Green Gold Logo on Bright Silver RRJ500030MCM
Black Silver Logo on Bright Silver RRJ500030WYT
Bright Finish Center Cap RRJ500060MUZ
Green Gold Logo on Chrome RRJ500060WYU

ABS VALVE STEM CAPS
Enable the Land Rover presence to permeate every detail of your
Range Rover — right down to its tire valve stem caps (Tire Pressure
Monitoring System compatible).

Full color LR logo LR006186
Black logo on silver background LRN90310
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RANGE ROVER 3

20" 9-spoke alloy wheel
Wheel only (Style 6)
Tire size 255/50 R20 
(Standard wheel for Supercharged Range Rover; 
2006 model year onward)

RRC502690MNH

18" x 8J 5-split spoke Style 3 alloy wheel 
(2006 model year onward)

RRC500261MNH

19" x 7-spoke alloy wheel 
Wheel only (Style 4)
Tire size 255/55 R19
Standard HSE wheel
(2006 model year onward)

RRC502640MNH

ALLOY WHEELS
Durable and distinctive, these alloy wheels add an additional 
sense of poise to your Range Rover’s commanding presence.

20" x 8.5J 10-spoke alloy wheel (pictured here) and 
Continental tire assembly (ball polished) 315 MHZ
(2006 model year onward)

RRC503940MMM

20" x 8.5J 10-spoke alloy wheel (not pictured) with bright
silver finish and Continental tire assembly (silver) 315 MHZ
(2006 model year onward)

RRC504580MCM

Continental Conti Cross UHP
Recommended tire for use with 20" wheels. 
255 150 R20
109V AT-S



18" 5-spoke alloy wheel (2003-05 model years only)

RRC001320MNH

18" twin-spoke alloy wheel
(2003-05 model years only)

RRC001230MNH

20" x 7-spoke alloy wheel and tire* 
Dunlop ST8000 255/50 R20 109V A/T 
(Pre-2006 model years only)

Left-hand wheel and tire RRC502050MCM
Right-hand wheel and tire RRC502040MCM

20" wheel only (2006 model year onward)

RRC503050MCM

*Must be ordered as a set of five wheels per vehicle. For
Dunlop directional tires, a curbside wheel and tire assembly
is recommended for the spare.
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LOCKING WHEEL NUTS
These exclusively designed Locking Wheel Nuts help deter
wheel theft. They’re finished in black to match your Range
Rover’s lug nuts.

2006 model year onward VUB504120
2003-05 model years RRB500040

SNOW TRACTION CONTROL
Help your Range Rover tackle ice- or snow-layered roads
with this set of chains that easily grasp your vehicle’s front
tires. When not in use, store the set of two chains in a
durable vinyl bag (included). Fits 18" and 19" wheels.

VUJ000020

19" x 8J 6-spoke R3-Style alloy wheel
(2003-05 model years only)

RRC001270MNH

With its Spike Spider design, this snow traction system can
be easily attached to, or removed from, your Range Rover’s
front 20" wheels.

LR005737



CHROME TRIPLE LOUVRES
Accent your Range Rover’s appearance with distinctive
Chrome Louvres. (2006 model year onward)

VUB503650

CHROME MIRROR COVERS
Add an attractive look to your Range Rover’s side-view 
mirrors. (2006 model year onward)

Upper VUB503880MMM
Lower LR003905

DOUBLE LOUVRES
These functional power vents add a bold touch to your
Range Rover and can be painted to match your vehicle’s
body color. (Fits 2003–05 model years)

Paintable VUB002200
Chromed VUB002200MMM

EXTERIOR
Complement your Range Rover’s style and functionality with rigorously

tested exterior accessories.
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BODY-SIDE MOLDING
Protect the side panels of your Range Rover from parking
lot blemishes and other intrusions with this refined, yet
durable, body-side molding.

DGJ500140PMA

SIDE STEPS
Featuring durable rubber matting, these non-slip steps 
conveniently assist you as you enter, exit or load the roof 
of your Range Rover.

VUB503660

SIDE PROTECTION TUBES
Add a hearty strip of protection to the sides of your Range
Rover with robust and attractive steel tubes. Available in
two colors.

Black VUB002510
Stainless steel VUB001230

DEPLOYABLE SIDE STEPS
Ease entry into and exit from your Range Rover with these
cleverly designed side steps that emerge when the door is
opened and stow when the door is closed.

Side Steps VUB504240
Electrical Control Unit LR004028



A-FRAME FRONT PROTECTION BAR
Augment your Range Rover’s front end protection with this
durable polyurethane bar that helps shield the vehicle from
harsh off-road elements while adding muscle to its 
appearance.

2006 model year and beyond LR005239
2003-05 model year (not shown) VUB000840
Protection Bar License Plate Bracket VUB500670

MUDFLAPS
Help keep your Range Rover’s side panels clean and
unmarked with sturdy Mudflaps.

Front mudflaps (2006 model year onward) CAS500060PMA
Rear mudflaps (2006 model year onward) CAT500070PMA

Front mudflaps (2003-05 model years) CAS000150PMA
Rear mudflaps (2003-05 model years) CAT000180PMA

MODULAR BRUSH BAR (2003-05 MODEL
YEARS ONLY)
Bolster your Range Rover’s front-end protection and presence
with this refined, yet sturdy, brush bar. This black, one-piece,
nylon-coated steel bar slickly wraps around your vehicle’s front
bumper. Note: The removable front Lamp Guards shown must
be ordered separately (part number VUB000800).

Black for 2003-05 model years (shown here) VUB000780
Stainless Steel for 2003-05 model years (not pictured)

VUB000790

Park Distance Control Front Adaptor Kit for use with
VUB000780 and VUB000790 (2003-05 model years only)

VUB001050

WIND DEFLECTORS
Limit wind noise and airflow into your Range Rover when
driving with the windows open with these easy-to-attach,
smoke-colored Wind Deflectors.

Sunroof LR006517
Side Windows LR006516
Hood LR006518
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LAMP GUARDS
If you enjoy an occasional off-road ramble, protect your
vehicle’s lamps from rocks and other uninvited debris with
tough, tailored Lamp Guards.

Rear lamp guards VUB001080

DRIVING LAMP KIT
While you’re welcome to enjoy being seen in your Range
Rover, seeing other vehicles has its own benefit. The quartz
halogen lights in this kit provide a sharp, uniform beam for
superb illumination. The removable stone guard eases
cleaning. Mounts directly to your Range Rover’s protection
bars, or order additional brackets to mount the lamps to
your bumper or brush bars. Note: Switch Plates required. 

Fits 2003-06 model years only VUB001090

Driving Lamp Switch Kit (Required for Driving Lamp Kit
installation; fits 2003-06 model years only) FBX500010

Driving Lamp Mounting Brackets
Mounting bracket for auxiliary lamp kit to Modular Steel
Brush Bars (2003-05 model years) VUU500020
Bumper mounting bracket for auxiliary lamp kit 
(2003-05 model years) VUU500030
Bumper mounting bracket for auxiliary lamp kit 
(2006 model year)   

VUU500330

WRAP PROTECTION BAR
Another front-end protective option, this rugged wrap-
around bar helps shield your Range Rover from surface
debris during your travels.

2006 model year and beyond LR005744
Black (2003-05 model year) VUB001100
Paintable finish (2003-05 model year) VUB001110

Front Distance Park Control Front Adaptor Kit for use
with VUB001100 and VUB001110 (2003-05 model years
only)

VUB000880

CAR COVER
Cloak your vehicle in a reliable, pliant Car Cover that rebuffs
rain, snow, dust and other environmental intruders. It’s easy
to store when your Range Rover ventures outside the garage.

LRK70500



DAY TENT
Savor the outdoors wherever your Range Rover takes you
with this Day Tent that includes windows and mesh screens.
With its integral frame, the Day Tent assembles in less than
10 minutes and can stand alone or attach to your Range
Rover (using the Day Tent Connection).

VTW500020

DAY TENT CONNECTION
Quickly attach the Day Tent to your Range Rover for added
convenience.

VTW500070

LICENSE PLATE FRAMES
Add an appropriate finishing touch to your Range Rover with
attractive license plate frames.

Matte Black Finish with Range Rover Logo LRN61610
Brushed Silver Finish with Range Rover Logo LRN61620
Polished Silver Finish with Range Rover Logo LRN61630
Matte Black Finish LRN91640
Brushed Silver Finish LRN91650
Polished Silver Finish LRN91660
Matte Black Finish with Land Rover Logo LRN91610
Brushed Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo LRN91620
Polished Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo LRN91630

LAND ROVER LOGO PLATES
Trumpet the arrival of your Range Rover with these durable,
stylish Land Rover License Plates which feature a domed
raised medallion mounted to the plate.

Brushed Silver LR007528
Matte Black LR007529
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SPORT BAR ROOF RACK
Weekends are made for activity, and Land Rover champions
your pursuits with these crossbars that support your
Range Rover roof boxes and carriers. The system is 
compatible with the existing range of roof-carrying 
accessories, such as the ski, kayak, canoe, snowboard 
and surfboard carriers. The aerodynamic design minimizes
wind drag and noise, and the crossbars are easily removed
when not in use. The roof rack carries up to 212 lbs. of load
capacity. See your retailer for more details.

VUB502790

EXPEDITION ROOF RACK
Whether your mission is to traverse an urban jungle or a
real one, this durable aluminum roof rack helps you survive
and thrive, reliably transporting your cargo to your journey’s
end. Vehicle total height when fitted: 6.53 feet. Capacity: 179 lbs.

CAB500070PMA

INTEGRATED ROOF RAIL SYSTEM
Adjustable crossbars accommodate your cargo needs 
(up to 201 lbs. of load capacity) with supreme adaptability, 
supporting a range of loads and attachments. The system 
is compatible with the existing range of roof-carrying
accessories, such as the ski, kayak, canoe, snowboard and
surfboard carriers. See your retailer for more details.

CAB000040PMA

CARRYING/TOWING/CARGO STORAGE
Pursue adventure with stalwart accessories engineered to complement

your lifestyle.



SMALL ROLLING DUFFEL BAG
This rainproof duffel bag features 4 cu. ft. of storage, a 
telescoping handle and inline wheels. It easily attaches to, 
and detaches from, the Luggage Carrier (CAN500040).

LR004681

BUNGEE CARGO NET
Secure cargo with this durable cargo net that will not rust
or scratch your gear. Extremely flexible, this net works
especially well with the Land Rover Luggage Carrier
(CAN500040). 

LR005083

ROOF CARGO BAG
Store up to 15 cu. ft. of goods in this durable, attractive
bag. Made from weatherproof materials and comes with
eight straps. Works ideally with the Luggage Carrier
(CAN500040).  

LR004683

CARGO CARRIER
Carry additional items and gear without compromising 
interior space with this 13.5-cu.-ft. storage pod. This
durable container holds up to 250 lbs. and comes with 
tail lights and a detachable 21” x 49” tray. Requires Towing
Electrics (see page 16), sold separately for installation.

LR004682
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LUGGAGE CARRIER
Secure luggage to this durable, roof-mounted platform
that features a 116-lb. load capacity. Requires the
Integrated Roof Rail System.

CAN500040

RATCHET STRAP
Secure items to the Luggage Carrier, Crossbars or
Expedition Roof Rack with this tie strap. (Not pictured.)

CAR10003L

SPORTS BOX (LOCKABLE)
Carry sports equipment in this sturdy box that provides 
a 124-lb. load capacity. With an internal retention system
that is especially suited for skis and other long objects, 
it measures 88" long x 21" wide x 14" tall. Requires the
Integrated Roof Rail System.

CAK500020

LUGGAGE BOX
Maximize your Range Rover’s interior space by storing 
luggage in this lockable container that conveniently opens
from either side. Measuring 55" long x 35" wide x 14" tall, it
offers a 120-lb. load capacity. Requires the Integrated Roof
Rail System.

CAK500010



BIKE CARRIER (RIDE READY) 
Securely transport your bike on the roof of your Range Rover
with this durable, lockable carrier that conveniently requires
no disassembly of the bike.

LR006847

SWING-AWAY BIKE RACK
Transport bikes, skis or snowboards with this durable rack
that swings away for easy loadspace access. 

4-bike capacity rack LR005983
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SURF SPORT CARRIER
The water sports enthusiast can fasten any one of the 
following items to this durable carrier: a surfboard, sailboard
(with mast), kayak or canoe (99-lb. load capacity).

LR006846

SKI/SNOWBOARD CARRIER
This lockable carrier can handle either four pairs of skis or
two snowboards (78-lb. load capacity). Slide rails augment
quick, convenient loading. Requires Integrated Roof Rail
System (CAB000040PMA).

CAN500030



TRAILER HITCH KIT
Pull your weight with strength and confidence using the
durable Trailer Hitch Kit. 

LRK20941
TOWING ELECTRICS KIT
These sockets help you enlighten your load. They’re mounted
conveniently in your vehicle’s rear bumper and provide the
electrical power needed for rear lighting on your trailer.
Must be used with the Trailer Hitch Kit. (Not pictured.)

Towing Electrics Kit 
for 2006 model year and beyond YWJ500480
Towing Electrics Kit for 2003-05 YWJ500012

RANGE ROVER WINCH
As you conquer life’s demanding tasks, take an assist from
this sturdy winch with a 9,500-lb. maximum load capacity. A
remote control switch operates the device from distances
of up to 12 feet.

Winch for 2003 to current model years 
(not compatible with supercharged vehicles) KNK000060
Winch Accessory Kit STC53202

TOW STRAP
Includes a storage bag that can be attached as a warning
flag to the strap. Maximum load capacity: 6,615 lbs. 
(Not pictured.) 

STC8919AA
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DVD SYSTEM*
Enjoying the ride in your Range Rover takes on a new 
dimension with the premium Land Rover DVD System. 
The package includes a 10" fold-down screen, game 
controller, 25 games and two dual-channel infrared 
wireless headphone sets that allow freedom of 
movement and provide volume controls for listeners.
(2007 model year onward)

DVD System and Screen LR006961
DVD System Installation Kit LR007468
DVD Headphones YIN500051
DVD Games Controller VUB504170
Remote Control VUB503181

*All part numbers required for installation.

AUDIO CONNECTIVITY MODULE
Enhance your driving experience by enjoying playback 
of any digital audio device (MP3 player, CD player, iPod®, 
USB memory stick, etc.) through your Range Rover’s 
entertainment system. With Land Rover’s Audio Connectivity
Module, USB memory sticks and iPods can be operated from
the head unit or steering wheel-mounted controls.
Conveniently located in your vehicle’s center armrest, 
the system houses all necessary audio wires/cables while
ensuring clear sound quality.

LR004806

iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

INTERIOR STYLING & TECHNOLOGY
From innovative technology to protective covers, enhance 

your Range Rover’s interior with exclusive accessories.

LAND ROVER WATCH
Utilizing GPS technology, this vehicle recovery system can
issue an automatic stolen vehicle alert and reveal your
Range Rover’s exact location in 15–45 seconds. It also 
provides street-level maps, Internet tracking and call 
center support 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Comes 
with a four-year warranty.

LR006056



RUBBER MAT SET
Provide footwell protection for both front and rear seating
areas with this durable Rubber Mat Set.

2007 Model Year Onward EAH500330PMA
2003-06 Model Years Only
Set for front seats EAH000291PMA
Set for front and rear seats EAH000271PMA

RUBBER-BACKED CARPET MAT
Range Rover’s stain-resistant rubber-backed mats feature 
standard pile carpeting for the front and rear seats.
Available in four colors.

2007 Model Year Onward
Navy EAH500310JMN
Aspen EAH500310LUP
Jet EAH500310PVA
Sand EAH500310SUN
2003-06 Model Years Only
Navy EAH000320JMN
Aspen                                                                    EAH000320LUP
Jet EAH000320PVA
Sand EAH000320SUN

PREMIUM CARPET MAT SET
Deep-pile, stain-resistant carpeting combined with faux-
leather trim and waterproof backing offers sophisticated
interior protection. Choose from four colors.
2007 Model Year Onward
Navy EAH500290JMN
Aspen EAH500290LUP
Jet EAH500290PVA
Sand EAH500290SUN
2003-06 Model Years Only
Navy EAH000310JMN
Aspen EAH000310LUP
Jet EAH000310PVA
Sand EAH000310SUN

WATERPROOF SEAT COVERS
These custom-tailored, machine-washable waterproof seat
covers not only guard your upholstery from wear and the
elements, but also provide comfort. Includes headrest and
armrest covers.

Waterproof Front Seat Covers (2007 Model Year Onward) 
Comfort Seat (Aspen) LR005245
Standard Seat (Aspen) LR005244
Comfort Seat (Sand) HAL500060SUN
Standard Seat (Sand) HAL500050SUN

Waterproof Front Seat Covers (2003-06 Model Years Only) 
Comfort Seat (Aspen) HBD000370LUP
Standard Seat (Aspen) HBD000320LUP
Standard Seat (Sand) HBD000320SUN
Standard Seat (Navy) HBD000320JMN
Standard Seat (Charcoal) HBD000320LYR
Rear Seat Cover (Sand)* HPE000380SUN
Rear Seat Cover (Navy)* HPE000380JMN
Rear Seat Cover (Charcoal)* HPE000380LYR
Rear Seat Cover (Aspen)* HPE000380LUP
*Also fits ’07 and later model years

Comfort Seat (Charcoal Westminster Lux Package)
HBD000370LYR

Comfort Seat (Beige Westminster Lux Package)
HBD000370SUN  
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RIGID LOADSPACE PROTECTOR TRAY
This firm protector tray helps shield your Range Rover’s
loadspace from dirt and mud, and features an anti-slip 
mat to hold its position. Removable eyelets facilitate quick,
convenient fastening to tie-down points. Not compatible
with the Full Height Cargo Barrier (VUB503890).

EBF000040

LOADSPACE MAT
Help protect your Range Rover’s loadspace from wet 
or dirty cargo with this waterproof, non-slip mat that 
features a retaining lip and can be rolled up for convenient
storage when not in use.

EAH000110PMA

CARGO BARRIER
Your four-legged friends can ride in their own comfortable
space with this easily removable, black-coated steel dog
guard.

Half Height Cargo Barrier VUB002120
Full Height Cargo Barrier VUB503890

ELECTRIC COOL BAG
Powered by your Range Rover’s 12-volt auxiliary power 
socket, this Electric Cool Bag includes thermostatically 
controlled temperature settings. It holds up to 3.69 gallons 
and features easy-to-clean interior surfaces.

VUP100140L



LUGGAGE NETS
Organize luggage, briefcase or any other cargo that 
conveniently slips into this pair of side-mounted nets.

VUB000710

TOOL KIT
For unexpected situations, this handy Tool Kit features a
collection of tools and conveniently stows in a compact
case when not in use.

STC 8244AB

LOADSPACE RETENTION KIT
Steady your cargo with this floor net and two accompanying
ratchet strips, which cover your items to keep them from
sliding during transport.

VUB000700

BULB KIT
Quickly and conveniently access replacement fuses and
bulbs for your Range Rover with this handy kit.

Pre-2006 model year Range Rovers VUB001060

2006 model and beyond supercharged 
Range Rovers VUB001062

2006 model year and beyond naturally 
aspirated Range Rovers VUB001061

COLLAPSIBLE CARGO CARRIER
Keep cargo from shifting when your Range Rover is in
motion with this handy Collapsible Cargo Carrier that
includes separators for added convenience.

EEA500050PVJ

GUN/SECURITY BOX
Features heavy gauge steel with two high-security locks.
Internal dimensions: 34” long x 7” wide x 7” high.

STC8018AB

Installation kit VUB000750
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Land Rover takes the utmost care in ensuring that all details in the publication are correct at the time of going to press. We are constantly striving for improvement and, therefore, reserve
the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit market conditions and requirements. Please consult
your Land Rover retailer, who will be pleased to advise you on current specifications. Distributors and retailers are not agents of Land Rover and have absolutely no authority to bind Land
Rover to any express or implied undertaking or representation.
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RANGEROVERKIT

Genuine Land Rover KIT assures confidence

Land Rover would like to remind you that accessories that are non-genuine Land
Rover are not warranted by Land Rover North America and may not be serviceable
at other Land Rover Retailer Centers. If your Land Rover Center or sales guide
offers you non-genuine Land Rover parts or accessories, we recommend finding
out whether they have a warranty, where they can be serviced, and what company 
provides these warranties and service.


